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Pre-K & Kindergarten 

 Genesis Ayala! (Kinder) Genesis is a very kind and caring student. She is working very hard on her reading. I am so 

proud of Genesis! ~M. Rodriguez Molina 

 Dylan Perez! (Kinder) Dylan has proven to be a Star Student! He is brilliant and kind to his peers, always paying 

attention to the class and working very hard! I am so glad to have him in my class! ~M. Rodriguez Molina 

 Kaylynn Freddie! Kaylynn is so sweet and funny, she is always willing to step up and help others. ~B. Rodriguez    

First Grade 

 Colton Fiacco! Colton is a Star Student for using conflict resolution strategies at lunch and helping his friends work 

out their disagreement. ~L. Duke  

 Evan Brayfield! Evan is a Star Student for using conflict resolution strategies at lunch and helping his friends work 

out their disagreement. ~L. Duke 

 Logan Burns! Logan is a Star Student for using conflict resolution strategies at lunch and helping his friends work out 

their disagreement. ~L. Duke  

 Rocky Taylor! Rocky is a Star Student for using conflict resolution strategies at lunch and helping his friends work out 

their disagreement. ~L. Duke  

 Benjamin Rodriguez! Benjamin is a Star Student for using conflict resolution strategies at lunch and helping his 

friends work out their disagreement. ~L. Duke  
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 Caleb Clark! Caleb is a Star Student for using conflict resolution strategies at lunch and helping his friends work out 

their disagreement. ~L. Duke  

 Christian Graham! Christian is so bright and is always so eager to learn! He maintains a positive attitude both in class 

and out. ~L. Cogdill  

 Dien Thai! Dien just joined us at Northside Elementary but he has been so sweet and respectful! Welcome to 

Northside Dien  ~L. Cogdill 

 Emmanuel Castillo! Emmanuel has made so much progress. He is trying so hard when doing his work. Emmanuel is using 

his Sign Language, and I am so proud of him! ~M. Stevens  

Second Grade 

 Arana Pina Real! Ariana always tries hard in class to be the best and leads by example. ~B. Kimery 

 Jacob Miller! Jacob is one of my newest students but has already made a good first impression in class. He shows up 

ready to learn. ~B. Kimery 

 Jahn Vondrak! Jahn is an amazing student. He loves learning and sharing his knowledge with his classmates. He is 

always polite, respectful and sets the example each and every day at Northside. I can’t wait to see what Jahn will do 

next year! ~A. Boylan 

 Romeo Wyatt! Romeo is doing so well with using his words. He is also doing a great job with sharing and taking turns. I 

am so proud of him! ~M. Stevens     

Third Grade 

 Aylin Rubi! I am so proud of Aylin! She has shown so much progress in Reading and Math. She has been working hard, 

Way to go Aylin! ~M. Stevens 
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Fourth Grade 

 Hugo Barrondo! Hugo has shown so much growth this year! He puts his schoolwork first, and he is never afraid to ask 

questions! Keep up the great work, Hugo! ~H. Chamberlain 

 Mackenzie Cerda! Mackenzie is an excellent student in our class. She’s a very dedicated student, always trying her 

absolute best and willing to help her fellow classmates. We’re so proud of you, Mackenzie! ~A. Yung 

 Isaac Harrison! Isaac is such a positive energy in our classroom, always making excellent connections and willing to 

help out. Great job, Isaac!! ~A. Yung 

 Josue Salazar! Josue has been working so diligently at using his strategies during our small groups, always helping his 

peers. Great job! ~A. Yung    

Fifth Grade 

 Rihanna Gonzalez! Rihanna works extremely hard during tutoring in the mornings. I am proud of her because she has 

decided to persevere during these last few weeks of school. Thank you Rihanna for working so very hard each and 

every day! ~A. Boylan  


